
SUBMISSION TO THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE 
INQUIRY ON THE USE OF STATE FUNDING BY THE  
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL COMMISSION (WAFC) 
IN ITS ROLE AS CARETAKER OF FOOTBALL IN WA 

This submission to the Public Accounts Committee inquiry is provided by the Western Australian Amateur 
Football League Inc. (trading as Perth Football League) on behalf of our League and the sixty-nine 
‘grassroots’ community-based Member Clubs that comprise it (“the Perth Football League”). 

The submission includes specific responses to the three elements of the inquiry’s Terms of Reference. In 
support of those responses, we provide further detail and context about the Perth Football League and our 
affiliate relationship with WA Football Commission (“WAFC”), as well as providing recommendations which 
support the ongoing sustainable and effective use of State funds to develop football across all levels in WA. 

To the extent that the Public Accounts Committee may seek further detail on any of the information 
provided in this submission and/or seek a formal deputation to be provided on behalf of the Perth Football 
League, we stand ready and willing to assist the inquiry to the extent that the Committee may so require. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSES TO TERMS OF REFERENCE 

A) How effectively State funds have been used to develop football across all levels

Perth Football League maintains that the state of ‘our game’ is broadly positive in Western Australia.

COVID-19 has presented significant challenges for all industries, including volunteer-based community 
clubs and peak State Sporting Associations (“SSAs”) alike. However, key data and KPIs have been tracking in 
the right direction for many years when it comes to the WAFC developing football across all levels in WA. 

At the elite level, Western Australia has two high-profile AFL teams and an excellent track record of 
developing the next generation of AFL footballers, with a strong and increasingly professional talent 
pathway. The WAFC is a key stakeholder in the success of our two AFL clubs, as are the hundreds of 
thousands of fans who cheer on West Coast Eagles and Fremantle Dockers each weekend, as well as all the 
talented young footballers who grow up aspiring to play for their AFL and AFLW teams. 

In terms of overall participation, ‘grassroots’ club-based playing numbers remain strong. Australian Rules 
Football is very well received in schools. Significant growth opportunities exist in female football as well as 
new, innovative delivery models to support ongoing participation and engagement with the game. 

However, that is not to suggest that football is without its issues and challenges, particularly at the 
‘grassroots’ community level. For example: 

• Increasing financial costs to run football clubs, such as ground hire and insurance;
• Increasing compliance, governance and social requirements on volunteers to run clubs;
• Facilities required to meet community expectations and support the growth of female football;
• Social challenges, such as declining volunteerism and fragmented attention/participation opportunities;
• Demographic headwinds, particularly in regional areas with declining / aging populations – what does

the future hold when, as the saying goes, “A town without a football club is a town without a soul” ?

In terms of developing football across the State and addressing these challenges, the WAFC plays a strong 
leadership, strategy and advocacy role. Recent examples include the 2017 Structural Review of Football and 
the new 2020-2030 Facilities Plan. 

Further, and perhaps most significantly in the context of this inquiry, the WAFC plays a crucial role in 
driving the strong and sustained football participation levels and ‘grassroots’ club-based engagement. 



Principally, these outcome are achieved by the efforts of WAFC employees – who deliver school programs, 
support volunteers and administer junior competitions in metropolitan and regional districts/conferences –
augmented by the leadership of key community stakeholders and volunteers in those districts and 
conferences; and through partnerships with other WAFC affiliates – including Perth Football League, WA 
Country Football League, WA Womens Football League, AFL Masters WA and Metropolitan Football League. 

Of all the levels of football which come within the WAFC’s auspices as “caretaker of the game in WA”, the 
one that we submit warrants deeper review is the West Australian Football League competition (“WAFL”). 
More particularly, the failure by key stakeholders to reform the WAFL’s purpose and relevance for a 
modern football landscape, and the impact that years of decline in this segment of the football industry are 
having on the other ‘grassroots’ community football levels across the State, which find themselves 
operating in an increasingly resource-constrained environment. 

We recognise that SSAs such as the WAFC will necessarily invest more in some parts of the industry (such as 
Talent and running a State League) to meet their constitutional objectives. However, Perth Football League 
remains concerned that the antiquated and disproportionate representation model under the WAFC’s 
governance structure leads to over-investment of finite industry funds to run a State League competition. 
As each year passes by without major reform to the WAFL, this inequitable and unsustainable allocation of 
resources comes to the detriment of investment in what we believe to be far more critical ‘grassroots’ 
areas such as volunteer support, umpiring, coaching and community facilities. 

More detail and our further recommendations as to these structural challenges and the overarching 
governance model of football in WA is provided in the supporting sections of this document. 

B) Whether the WAFC is meeting its obligations under the funding agreement with the State

Perth Football League understands that the funding agreement between WAFC and the State is a 
commercial-in-confidence document between those parties. Perth Football League does not have full 
visibility of the key terms of that agreement and, as such, cannot provide a fully-informed response as to 
whether the WAFC is meeting its obligations under the funding agreement with the State. 

However, what we can say within the context of our League and Member Clubs experience is that the cash 
and non-cash support provided by the WAFC to Perth Football League (and other affiliates) is vital to 
reduce the financial burden in administering our League, which in turn reduces costs borne by our Member 
Clubs and, in turn, reduces the ultimate cost on players to play football at the ‘grassroots’ community level. 

Perth Football League maintains that a greater allocation of funds (direct financial support and/or human 
resources) to support those key stakeholders delivering football outcomes at the ‘grassroots’ is crucial to 
ensure continued growth in participation and drive social return on investment in football at all levels. 

More detail on the cash and non-cash support provided by the WAFC is provided in the supporting sections 
of this document. 

C) Monitoring and reporting functions included in the State’s funding agreement

Again, Perth Football League does not have full visibility of the key terms of the funding agreement and as 
such cannot provide a fully-informed response as to the effectiveness and transparency of monitoring and 
reporting functions under that agreement. 

As a general observation, though, we advocate for transparency in all matters of governance and reporting. 
In this digital era, transparency is a fundamental pillar of good governance – it promotes informed debate, 
accountability, and effective and responsible decision-making over the long-term.  

As above, our further recommendations as to the governance model of football in WA is provided in the 
supporting sections of this document. 



ABOUT THE PERTH FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

The Perth Football League was established in 1922, at that time comprising six community football teams 
playing in the Perth metropolitan area. The League has continued to evolve substantially, and sustainably, 
in the almost one hundred years since. 

Next year our League celebrates its 100th anniversary, having grown to become the single largest 

'grassroots' community football organisation in Western Australia - comprising 69 community clubs, more 
than 260 teams and "'11,500 registered players of all abilit ies and experience aged from 16 years upwards, 
and is well supported by an incredible number of club volunteers and fans. 

The League is an Incorporated Association, governed by an independent Board voted for by its sixty-nine 
Member Clubs. It provides a high standard competit ion for players not wishing to endure the commitment 

to semi-professional training due to study and career commitments, or simply a lifestyle that considers 
football as a recreationa l pursuit. The League has deep foundations built on strong clubs and dedicated 
volunteers, a solid financial base, good governance, and mature partnerships with government, local 
businesses and sponsors, media and the broader community. 
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Perth Football League and our Member Clubs represent more than 15% of 'grassroots' 
Australian football club-based participation in Western Australia. 

As well as providing for club-based participation in traditional Senior Male and Colts football competitions, 
Perth Footbal l League was an 'early adopter' of female football and has seen substantial growth in Senior 
Female participation over the past three years - from 16 teams in 2018 to 37 teams in 2020 (45 teams were 

registered pre-COVID). This represents a significant future growth area for our League and Members Clubs, 
increasing connection and relevance w ithin their local communities. 

Perth Footbal l League has also led the way in pioneering Australian Rules Football for people w ith an 
intellectual disabi lity in Western Austra lia, with our Integrated Football program launching in 2011. 

The underlying ethos of this program is to encourage inclusion and participation of ath letes with an 
intellectual disability in community club environments. The program continues to grow and achieve 

incredible community and social outcomes, through the hard work of our clubs and volunteers who support 
"'250 Integrated footballers representing the ten teams in that competition on any given winter weekend. 

To further support and grow this important segment and our Member Clubs' impact in their local 

communit ies, we recently established a DGR-approved charitable entity, the WA All Abilities Football 
Association (Inc). 



 

PERTH FOOTBALL LEAGUE - RELATIONSHIP TO WA FOOTBALL COMMISSION 

The Perth Football League is an affiliated Association of the WAFC. This relationship is governed by an 
Affiliation Agreement. We understand similar arrangements exist with other affiliated Associations such as 
the WA Country Football League and AFL Masters WA. 

As part of this affiliate relationship, the Perth Football League receives annual cash funding, and indirect 
and non-cash support from the WAFC.  Last financial year the WAFC provided net cash funding of $301,577 
to our League.  Indirect and non-cash support includes umpire accreditation, coaching accreditation, 
competition management system, administration offices and shared services (such as payroll, IT support, 
reception).  

While the Perth Football League continues to grow in terms of participation, geographic reach and also with 
the introduction of Female Football and continued investment in programs such as Integrated Football, 
annual cash funding from the WAFC has reduced over recent years – both in terms of overall cash amount 
(total cash funding reduced by ~40% over the past 6 years) and, even more significantly, when considered 
on a ‘per team’ basis (down 45% on a per team basis over that same timeframe). 

 

While the operating costs of each club and their teams in the Perth Football League vary depending on club 
size, grading and location, facility arrangements within each local government and other variables, the 
effective cash ‘subsidy’ provided by the WAFC to each team playing in the Perth Football League this 
season equates to approximately $900 per team.  

Perth Football League – Operating Model comparison 

The cash support provided by the WAFC typically represents 3-5% of the financial burden that our Member 
Clubs face in putting their players on the park each weekend (ie. Ground Hire, Insurance, Coaches, Umpires, 
Physio and Trainers, Competition Administration, etc). On top of this comes club administration, facility 
expenses, utilities and other costs, all of which are mitigated as much as possible through the hard work of 
the thousands of volunteers who power our clubs every season. 

The vast majority of the gap between WAFC funding support and club costs to support player participation 
is bridged by player registration and match day fees, bar and canteen income, club fundraising and events, 
and sponsorships at the Club and League level.  
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While it remains a challenging operating model, the simple reality is that the Perth Football League and our 
sixty-nine Member Clubs live within their means. While it can never be taken for granted, the sustainability 
of community football is built on two key pillars: 

1. Free labour – it is run by volunteers. 
2. User pays model – players pay to play. 
 

At a recent Football Forum convened by the WAFC, we presented the below comparison to all stakeholders 
present, to highlight the differences and sustainability of operating models between a pro-forma Perth 
Football League “A Grade” club and a WAFL Club example. 

 

In this case study, the magnitude of funding ultimately provided by WAFC towards an example WAFL Club 
as compared to the pro-forma Perth Football League club is more than 50 times greater. In the context of 
that support, the pro-forma “A Grade” club in our League is able to support participation outcomes for: 

• In the order of 500 engaged community club footballers of diverse backgrounds, experience and 
ability, supported by hundreds of volunteers, thousands of local businesses and community fans; 

• Football competitions across ~10 teams, typically 
o A Grade League – which is now played at or about the same standard as WAFL Reserves 
o A Grade Reserves; C5 League; C5 Reserves and E1 League – catering for senior male 

footballers of all ages and abilities 
o 2 x Colts teams – catering for youth/senior transition from 16-20 year old male players 
o 2 x Female Football teams – one playing in our top-tier A Grade competition; the second 

team focused on introducing new women to football in our C Grade competitions; and 
o 1 x All Abilities team – providing for participation of male and female athletes with an 

intellectual disability within a welcoming and inclusive community club environment. 

To the extent that A Grade League and WAFL Reserves competitions are now broadly similar in terms of 
standard, the additional ~$490k funding provided by the WAFC to the example WAFL Club enables them to 
field one male League team and one female League team in the premier state league competition. 
Meanwhile, our genuine ‘grassroots’ community club supports participation and social outcomes for 
hundreds of young to middle-aged men, women and people of all abilities for the benefit of their local 
community, powered at all times by the incredible hard work and dedication of club volunteers, and 
supported by the eight employees that our League directly funds. 

Perth Footy WAFL Perth Footy 

League Club League Club 
Pro-forrna 

Annual Turnover ~$1.5m ~$1.5m ~ $200k 

Competition 25+ Grades 
Mens, Womens, All Abilities 

Limited Broad+ Accessible 

Participation 11,500 100 500 

Diversity 
Something for 

No Yes 
everyone 

Sustainability Yes 
No 8 Yes 

WAFC Funding ~s500k >SOx ~$8k 



 

As a result of a legacy governance model, WAFL clubs have been allowed to create and maintain an 
unsustainable business model now almost wholly reliant on WAFC funding. History shows that when the 
WAFC faces financial challenges, it has been ‘grassroots’ community football stakeholders which have been 
affected first. While those ‘grassroots’ stakeholders have necessarily evolved, structurally changed and 
innovated to ‘do more with less’ in the face of each cut, that pattern cannot continue forever. 

The stark reality is that over the past six years – during which time total cash funding provided by the WAFC 
to our League and Member Clubs has been slashed by approximately 40%  – in the order of $50 million 
worth of cash funding, and indirect and non-cash support has been provided by the WAFC to the WAFL and 
WAFL Clubs. Plainly, this is not sustainable. 

We reiterate that it is important for football in WA to support a strong state league competition. However, 
the modern WAFL club’s financial and operational structure when benchmarked to other state league clubs 
in soccer, netball, hockey and rugby are utterly over-resourced and unsustainable in their current form. 

Social Return on Investment 

Research commissioned in 2019 by WAFC into the social return on investment of football (“SROI”) 
highlighted that for every dollar invested by the State and other key stakeholders in football across all 
levels, two dollars worth of economic activity and benefits are attributable to the WA economy. 

When broken down on a level-by-level basis, it is our understanding that this research revealed that for 
every dollar spent on the WAFL, the community receives in the order of a 50 cent benefit. On the other 
hand, for every dollar invested in Perth Football League and other high-impact affiliates such as the WA 
Country Football League, we understand this research identified a community benefit in the order of $2.75 
– ie. 175% positive social return on investment vs 50% loss on each marginal dollar invested in the WAFL. 

In terms of what this means for all those individuals who participate at the ‘grassroots’ level, this research 
demonstrated that being part of a community football club provides each participant with the equivalent of 
$3,000 worth of social benefits annually in areas such as mental and physical health, personal well-being 
and connectedness, suicide prevention, reduced recidivism, etc. 

The significant economic and social challenges brought about by COVID-19 have only increased the 
importance of investment in club-based community football to support these crucial social outcomes.   

Perth Football League gratefully acknowledges the significant contributions made by the State and other 
key stakeholders such as the West Coast Eagles, Fremantle Dockers and corporate partners towards the 
operations of the WAFC at all levels in order to achieve these outcomes.  

Perth Football League also maintains that the effectiveness of these funds can only be improved by 
investing a greater proportion of the State and other key stakeholders funds into segments of the industry 
which have a proven track record in delivering the best social outcomes.  

Governance Model 

The WAFC is an Incorporated Association. It is governed by a Board of Commissioners voted by its eleven 
members –  West Coast Eagles Football Club (Indian Pacific Ltd), Fremantle Football Club and the nine WA 
Football League clubs.  

Affiliated leagues such as the Perth Football League, WA Country Football League, Metropolitan Football 
League, WA Womens Football League, AFL Masters WA and the Regional Junior Development Councils 
represent ~99% of participation and ‘grassroots’ community football engagement in Western Australia, 
however are still not recognised as members of the WAFC.  



This means that the eleven WAFC members (nine of which are WAFL Clubs which collectively contribute a 
meagre ~1% of total football participation across the State) effectively control the Commission.   

The WAFC’s two AFL club members – the West Coast Eagles and Fremantle Dockers – provide significant 
financial returns to the WAFC and support further investment which is augmented by commercial partners 
and State funds to develop football across all levels in WA. The commitment and purpose of those two AFL 
Clubs cannot be questioned.  

However, that 82% of the membership of the WAFC resides in the exclusive control of a small number of 
clubs – one of which was recently bailed out by the WAFC and State Government agencies, and another of 
which remains in debt to the WAFC – is plainly unsustainable, unrepresentative, and can only be said to 
have contributed to the very circumstances which precipitated this Public Accounts Committee inquiry. 

The Perth Football League strongly believes that if the WAFC is to be truly representative, genuinely 
recognised as “the caretaker of football in Western Australia”, and oversee the significant ongoing benefit 
of State Government support through the commercial funding arrangement with Optus Stadium, 
Lotterywest Grant Funding and Community Sport and Recreation Facility Funding, then the membership 
and overarching governance model of the WAFC must be reformed to better represent the existing mix of 
football stakeholders at all levels across Western Australia. 

Implementing a revised WAFC governance model that more accurately represents the football industry was 
identified three years ago in the WAFC’s 2017 Structural Review of Football and its current strategic plan.  

Initial steps saw the various affiliates afforded a combined 10% non-binding voting stake for the Board of 
Commissioners of the WAFC. For the purposes of comparison and context, whereas Perth Football League 
ultimately represents more than 15% of ‘grassroots’ club-based football participation in WA, we are still 
only afforded a non-binding, indicative ‘vote’ of ~3% when it comes to the electing Commissioners. 

Genuine and substantial reform of the WAFC governance model must remain a priority in order for the 
WAFC to be truly perceived as a representative peak body for football at all levels in Western Australia.

Further, this will help to ensure that State funds continue to be used as effectively as possible to develop 
football across all levels in Western Australia, that obligations under the funding agreement with the State 
are met, that the incredible social outcomes of club-based community football which benefit the State are 
optimised and the expectations of the State and all West Australian football fans are met and exceeded.

SUBMITTED BY: 

Mr Sam Birmingham, President 

WA Amateur Football League (Inc.) trading as the Perth Football League 

105 Banskia Street, Tuart Hill, WA 6060 

31st July 2020 



 

ANNEXURE 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That, on the whole, the WA Football Commission has been using State funds and revenues from other 
income streams to effectively develop football across all levels in Western Australia. 

While there will always be room for improvement – and it is incumbent on all industries to reassess their 
priorities and optimise delivery models in an increasingly resource-constrained post-COVID environment – 
the simple fact remains that key data and trends have been tracking in the right direction for many years 
when it comes to the WAFC developing football across all levels in WA. 

To ensure those trends continue, we recommend that the WAFC increasingly prioritise ‘grassroots’ support 
– both through human resources and/or direct investment – into community football, through the key 
pillars of coaching, umpiring, facilities and supporting volunteers. 

Recommendations 2, 3 and 4 are intended to support and further embed those outcomes. 

2.  That the WAFC complete genuine and substantial reform of its governance model, as contemplated in 
the 2017 Structural Review of Football report, to more accurately reflect the football industry as a whole 
and to be truly perceived as a representative peak body for football at all levels in Western Australia. 

The process for this reform is already established under the WAFC’s Constitution and governing documents. 

This is not a matter which Government should need to involve itself in. Rather, it is incumbent on the WAFC 
and its members (specifically, the nine WAFL clubs which comprise 82% of that membership base) to give 
effect to crucial reform recommendations which have already been endorsed, and are critical to ensure the 
long-term relevance and sustainability of the WAFC itself, and of football at all levels in Western Australia. 

3. That the WAFC urgently review the relevance and purpose of the WAFL competition, and rebase the 
level of funding provided to that competition to a sustainable level, proportional to the impact and 
purpose of the WAFL competition in context with key stakeholders at the ‘grassroots’ community level. 

By reviewing the relevance and purpose of the WAFL then reducing funding to sustainable and 
proportionate levels, the WAFC will be able to optimise its operating model for a post-COVID environment 
and reprioritise funding to those segments of the industry which have a proven track record in delivering 
the best social outcomes for the State. 

More direct funding at the ‘grassroots’ level is critical, particularly in the regions and lower socio-economic 
areas, as well as strategic investment to support key growth pillars diversity and inclusion initiatives. 
Similarly, long-term investments in coaching, umpiring, facilities and supporting volunteers are paramount. 

4. That the Social Return of Investment in football be adopted as a key benchmark for the industry. 

Community club-based participation in football is already well established as an incredibly effective delivery 
model to ensure positive social outcomes throughout Western Australia. 

By the WAFC monitoring SROI as a KPI, the State can be assured that its funds are being effectively used to 
develop football across all levels, for the benefit of the entire Western Australian society.  




